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In the frame of the nuclear reacror safety srudies,we consider a severe accident situation with a core
meltdown : an emergency shutdown of the reactor takes action and after fission products are
released out of the fuel.

In safety analysis and overall studies of severe accidents for PWR reactor, we performe different
sensitivity studies to different parameters, different modelling and scenario calculations with a
system of code named ESCADRE (FRENCH SYSTEM OF ACCIDENT ANALYSIS CODES FOR
WATER REACTOR).

The objectives of ESCADRE system is to characterize (quantitatively, qualitatively) for all the
accident duration, the fission products behaviour and to define and evaluate the means for severe
accident mitigation and management (limitation of core degradation and containment failure).

The PHADO code, a part of ESCADRE system, is used to evaluate the source term of fission
products.

The PHADO code allows to determine different quantities related to fission products both in the
corium and in the atmospher : mass, concentration, activity, residual gamma and beta decay
heatings for any cooling time after the emergency shutdown. This code takes into account two kinds
of fission products released in the atmosphere, instantaneous and constant releases by time interval.

The PHADO code mathematical formalism is presented. In particular, we establish the analytical
solution of the generalized Batman equations which govern versus time radionuclides
concentrations in the case of double phasis problem (corium/atmosphere). The actual version of
PHADO code deal with 700 fission products^and nuclear decay constants come from ENSDF and
JEF-2 nuclear data libraries. Initial concentrations of fission products introduced in the PHADO code
come from a previous calculation by APOLLO cell code and PEPIN fission product code (CEA
codes) which describe the evolution of fission products during the working time of the reactor.
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In the frame of the nuclear reactor safety studies, we consider a severe accident situation with a core
meltdown : an emergency shutdown of the reactor takes action and after fission products are
released out of the fuel.

In safety analysis and overall studies of severe accidents for PWR reactor, we performe different
sensitivity studies to different parameters, different modelling and scenario calculations with a
system of code named ESCADRE (FRENCH SYSTEM OF ACCIDENT ANALYSIS CODES FOR
WATER REACTOR).

The objectives of ESCADRE system is to characterize (quantitatively, qualitatively) for all the
accident duration, the fission products behaviour and to define and evaluate the means for severe
accident mitigation and management (limitation of core degradation and containment failure).

The PHADO code, a part of ESCADRE system, is used to evaluate the source term of fission
products.

The PHADO code allows to determine different quantities related to fission products both in the
corium and in the atmospher : mass, concentration, activity, residual gamma and beta decay
heatings for any cooling time after the emergency shutdown. This code takes into account two kinds
of fission products released in the atmosphere, instantaneous and constant releases by time interval.

The PHADO code mathematical formalism is presented. In particular, we establish the analytical
solution of the generalized Batman equations which govern versus time radionuclides
concentrations in the case of double phasis problem (corium/atmosphere). The actual version of
PHADO code deal with 700 fission products and nuclear decay constants come from ENSDF and
JEF-2 nuclear data libraries. Initial concentrations of fission products introduced in the PHADO code
come from a previous calculation by APOLLO cell code and PEPIN fission product code (CEA
codes) which describe the evolution of fission products during the working time of the reactor.



For french PWR reactor (900 MWe) we present results of fission products activities obtained in S2CD
scenario calculation.

Severe accidents grouped together under the name of 52CD cover the sequences which are initiated
by/or which lead to a small primary breach with an equivalent diameter ranging between 3/8" and
2" (below 2", the auxiliary feed water system is needed to reduce the pressure to the discharge
threshold of LHSI pumps and above 3/8" the safety injection is required since the load cannot
compensate for the leak) and during which the complete loss of the low/high head safety injection
occurs. This leads sooner or later to core meltdown.

This family of severe accidents is characterized by a core meltdown at low reactor coolant system
pressure, the secondary side remains available, with a transfer of fission products to the
containment.

The sequence chosen here corresponds to the opening, at the time O, of a breach with a size
equivalent to 1" evenly distributed on the three primary pumps. The failure of the safety injection is
considered total since the beginning of the accident.

The implementation of the depressurization and filtration of the containment atmosphere is taken
into account.


